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is it ? What were the dimensions of time and pace that brought
it about ? Can it be bridged in the foreseeable future ? One might
expect that the discussion on economic growth would begin by
attempting tentative answers to these questions. But in the quest
for the complex the simple and obvious has too often been over-
looked. The modest aim of this study is to attempt to fill in this gap.
L   the world economic landscape in 1850
In the history of mankind civilizations had mostly centred in
the temperate and tropical climates owing to the dependence on
cultivation as the major source of livelihood. Climatic conditions
farther north or south were too cold for comfortable survival.
This position has been reversed recently —the rich countries are
to be found in relatively cold climates. The tools of the economic
archaeologist are plainly inadequate to decipher the differences
in economic well-being in various part of the world over the 6,000
years of man's "civilized" existence. It has been generally sug-
gested that till the beginning of the Industrial Revolution these
could not have been very large.2 The Industrial Revolution is
dated to have begun nearly two centuries ago. But various in-
dicators suggest that it could not have raised the average income
much even in north-western Europe till about 1850.
Many mechanical inventions had taken place by 1&50. But their
adoption was restricted to Great Britain ; even there, except for
the textiles industry, it was only on a small scale. The horse and the
chariot were still the major means of communication. Propeller-
driven ocean-going steamers were yet to replace the sails. The
steam locomotive had its first experimental run only in 1826.
World output of pig iron in 1850 was only 4-6 million tons ;
and half of it was in Great Britain. The most advanced countries
were still in the last days of the Iron Age. Cast iron could be used
in rails, pillars, bridges, cylinders and even wheels ; but it had its
* See Keynes, J. M., "Economic Possibilities for our Grandchildren (1930)"
in his Essays in Persuasion (London, 1931), p. 360; also Schultz, T.W., "Reflec-
tions on Poverty within Agriculture" in the Journal of Political Economy, Vol,
LVm, No. 1 (February 1950), pp. 7-9 ; for somewhat crude, but suggestive,
statistical data, see Clark, Colin, in Review of Economic Progress, Vol. 1, No.
4, April 1949.

